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Save the Children, continued from page 8...

alignment of your belief and your actions. Randa is pleased
to help in the creation and distribution of Save the Children
neckwear and appreciates the support of President Bush, Melinda
Gates and so many others that support this worthy cause,” said
Randa Accessories David J. Katz, Senior Vice President and
Chief Marketing Officer.
More than twenty years after their introduction, first in silk
and later polyester, new Save the Children ties, each identified
with its creator’s name and age, are still being manufactured.
And are generally retailed for about $30.
In the past few years, thanks to vintage clothing shops and
thrift stores, this readily identifiable, imaginative and inimitable
neckwear has reached a new generation of fans. Amazon sells a
variety of the ties, while a recent check of eBay revealed more
than 1000 listings.
Best part of collecting these ties is that most can be purchased
for about $10 or less. And you can show off some of your
collection every day.
Nearly an antique himself, Jay Mark is a 42-year antiques
business veteran who owns Those Were The Days! now an
online bookstore. He also teaches, lectures frequently and writes
regularly about antiques and history. Reach him at jaymark@
twtdbooks.com. ©2014
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Butter Pat Patter Association
Invites New Members To Join

The Butter Pat Patter Association is holding its Fall
Membership Drive and new members are cordially invited to
join the club.
A butter pat is a miniature plate, part of a place setting
of fine china, used to hold an individual portion of butter.
Manufactured by the leading porcelain houses all over the
world, these diminutive plates have been seen on the tables
of royalty and presidents as well as at the homes of fine china
lovers everywhere. Rarely manufactured for popular use, they
are now considered antique, exquisite each in its own style and
a joy to contemplate.
A subscription to The Patter newsletter costs $22 and
includes a mint-condition Royal Doulton butter pat. In addition,
subscribers will receive 10 issues of The Patter. Sample copies
are available by sending $4 and a LSSAE (70 cents) to Mary
Dessoie, 7950 E. Keats Avenue, No. 178, Mesa, AZ 85209-5025.
Those who would like to start their subscriptions immediately
and receive their Royal Doulton pat by return mail can send
their check or money order in the amount of $22 payable to
Mary Dessoie.

• Pennington’s Antiques & Décor

117 N. Cortez • 928-445-3748
Vintage, Antiques, Indoors & Out Collectibles.
Furniture • Folk Art • Toys • Coins • Records
Books • Primitives • Old Tools • Ceramics
Vintage Jewelry • Glass & Tableware
Always buying • Daily 10-5

• Avalon Antiques

140 N. Cortez • 928-778-0481
Unique & fun antiques and collectibles.
Great prices. Very eclectic. Worth the
walk across the street.

• Mid-Century-Madness
140 1/2 N. Cortez • 928-778-0481
Mid-Century Madness offers quality vintage
mid century furniture & other unique pieces
from that era.

• Antiques
Off The Square

• Cross Creek Antiques

145 N. Cortez • 928-778-1040
Quality antiques of all kinds. Furnitureadvertising-glass-primitives-older
collectibles-tools-specializing in antique
toys (cast iron, pressed steel etc.)
Always buying.
Open 7 days a week.

• Merchandise Mart
Antique Mall

205 N. Cortez • 928-776-1728
N. AZ’s largest antique mall, over 15,000 sq. ft.
Est. 1986. Antiques, collectibles, furniture, and
a whole lot more. Buy & Consign.
Daily 10-5. Sun 11-4.
www.prescottantiquestores.com.

1125 W Gurley St • 928-776-0035
Fine American and European objects
representing many styles. Glass, pottery,
porcelain, furniture, mirrors, bookends, lamps,
kitchen, Common to rare. Circa 1840-1970
Open Friday-Monday 10-5:30
by appointment on Thursday

• Granite Creek Antiques &
Bayberry’s Antique Dolls

218 N. Granite St. • 928-445-8559
4,000 sq. ft. of fine antique furniture,
art, glass, pottery and lots more! Plus
Bayberry’s Antique Dolls has antique
bisque, composition, 1950’s dolls, bears, doll
clothing and accessories. Dealers Welcome!
Tues-Fri 11-5, Sat 10-5, Sun 11-4
Monday by chance
www.bayberrysantiquedolls.com
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Old Town Mayer, continued from page 17...

would have been interesting to
check out but, unfortunately, it
was closing time. Just down the
street is The Bradshaw Mtn.
Wildlife Thrift Store and a few
doors further down is Big Bug
Station Bakery & Sandwich
Shop where I am told they have
amazing sandwiches. I’ll just
have to come back for another
visit to Mayer.
If you go, please tell the
shops that you heard about them
from The Antique Register—
you might want to call ahead to
find out when the other shops
are open. Mayer is off Highway
69, which intersects with I-17
at Cordes Junction and takes
you into Prescott. From I-17 go
8 miles and turn left on Central Avenue in Mayer.
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The Way It Was and the Way It is!

The Iceman No Longer Cometh
by James Nelson
“Here they come! Here they come!” we all shouted in unison
as we jumped up and down excitedly. The glee in our voices was
almost drowned out by the barking of the neighborhood dogs
that had also joined our small group.
We had been waiting patiently for almost an hour in the hot
July sun. It had seemed like an eternity to me and my friends
sitting on the curb near my house. At last, they were here.
What could possibly have held the attention of this gathering
of young children, ages five to twelve, for so long? We could
have been playing ball, hopscotch, mumblety-peg or even
helping Mom with her endless kitchen chores. Not to mention
mowing the lawn that Dad said had to be done before he returned
home from work.
But this was Wednesday afternoon and today “they” were
coming. This meant all other things could wait, even our trip
to the pool. He would be sitting on the wagon seat, perched
in front of a bright, colorful, yellow wagon. Dolly, his horse,
would be pulling the wagon, in her slow methodical plodding
gait, bringing them closer to us with each determined step. The
ice blue lettering on the side of the wagon literally shouted
Diamond Ice and Fuel along with a cool picture of a sparkling
diamond.
Yes, it was the iceman—a burly, friendly, smiling person
bringing coolness and freshness to our neighborhood. His own
warmth was just an additional benefit on a hot, humid summer
day. His wagon was full of large blocks of ice that looked like
Continued on next page...
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Iceman, continued from previous page...

icebergs adrift in a sea of sawdust, put there to help keep the ice
cool. We could hear the wagon creaking under its heavy load as
it neared our location on the curb.
This vision always caused shivers to run up and down the
spines of our small bodies that were tanned by the summer sun.
We knew Dolly would soon be stopping at our corner, without
even so much as a whoa from her driver. She knew every
customer on the iceman’s route and we all knew her. She was
a big bay mare with a white star on her forehead. Dad told me
that it was called a blaze but it looked like a star to me, so that’s
what I called it.
During our wait, we had gathered grass and wild clover for
Dolly’s anticipated arrival. We knew she would be expecting
this little snack. It was like her grass break, instead of a coffee
break, earned by her hard labor. Besides, aren’t horses always
hungry?
“Take my grass first, Dolly, take mine,” we would shout,
as she lowered her head and gingerly accepted our treats from
eagerly outstretched hands. Her soft lips made us smile when
they tickled our palms as she took the grass from our opened
hands. She never nipped us. By this time, the iceman would be
standing at the back of the wagon and we hastily formed a line
to receive our cool summer treat—a piece of ice, flaked with
sawdust, that had to be brushed off, but not too closely.
Now a piece of ice may not sound like a big deal to today’s
youngsters, but to us it tasted sweeter than any popsicle or ice
cream cone. While you sucked on these bits of coolness some
always dripped down your tanned torso. These icy rivulets of
water left small white lines on your dusty belly. This always
made you grin and shiver at the same time. The best part was
that you didn’t have to save your allowance for a week to buy it.
Today was my turn to be first. This meant I got the biggest
piece of ice. I don’t know how he did it, but the iceman always
knew who should be first, so he kept us honest. After handing
out the first piece of ice, he made sure all the smaller children
came next. No shy little girl or boy was going to leave his wagon
without a piece of cool ice to make them smile.
We then stood around sucking our little bit of heaven and
watched this muscular man perform his wizardry with an ice
pick. It was a sight to behold. He could carve a 100-pound block
of ice into smaller, perfectly square blocks within minutes.
Grasping his ice pick firmly in his strong hands he began an
up-and-down motion that was so rapid his arms looked like a
blur. As the chips flew in all directions, we moved closer so they
would fall on our shirtless, warm skin with all their coolness.
These small, symmetrical blocks always fit perfectly into your
icebox.
The iceman always wore a warm plaid shirt, even in the
summer. Strapped to his shoulder was a large piece of leather. Its
function was to provide a platform for the ice to rest upon after
he had swung it effortlessly to his shoulder with a pair of large
ice tongs. These tongs reminded me of an extra pair of arms
ending in the sharp points instead of hands and fingers.
By this time, Mom stood on the front porch, brought outside
by our laughing commotion. Because it was Wednesday, she had
just cleaned out the icebox in preparation for fresh ice. Moms
just don’t seem to forget about things like this. She then led the
iceman inside with all of us following closely in his long strides.
We wanted to see if the block of ice he had fashioned with his
pick would really fit in the icebox. It always did, just like a piece
in a large jigsaw puzzle.
We then hurried back outside so we could get a second piece
of ice before Dolly grew impatient to get to her next stop. This

second piece was usually followed by a gentle pat on our heads
from the massive hands of this kindly man.
Once again, they started down the street toward another
neighborhood stop, where Dolly knew another group of children
would be waiting. Their hands would also be full of grass to
satisfy her endless appetite.
Yes, even today I call our refrigerator an icebox. This
confuses my grandchildren because they have no idea what
Continued on page 26...
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CLOCK REPAIR

Specializing in Antique and
Grandfather Clocks

• Over 30 years experience • Free estimates

Dennis Sagvold, Clock Maker
623-487-1237 • Leave a Message
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Iceman, continued from page 21...

I’m talking about. They just chalk it up to grandpa wisdom.
Someday, as we’re having a grandfather-grandchild talk, I’ll tell
them the story of the iceman and Dolly.
Changing times first replaced Dolly with a truck that could
carry twice as much ice as she could but certainly didn’t know
how to stop at a customer’s familiar house without a command.
Next, it wasn’t long before the iceman himself was replaced
by a newfangled thing called a refrigerator. Moms everywhere
were excited about the new modern kitchen convenience. But
we children knew we had lost two very dear friends as well as
our cool treats. The stoic ice cubes that were stored in the top of
the refrigerator never tasted as good as a piece of ice sprinkled
with sawdust that had to be brushed off, but not too carefully.
Occasionally, even today as I take ice cubes from the
refrigerator, I remember this friendly man who had arms as big
as stumps and his horse Dolly. They’re gone, but not forgotten
by me or the rest of our gang that sat on the curb in the hot
summer sun, waiting patiently for them to come into view.
James Nelson enjoyed a career at the Spokane Review and
retired in Spokane. WA. His writings have been widely published
in nationally known magazines, including five times in Chicken
Soup of the Soul books. His book, The Way It Was and The Way
It Is, can be found in the public libraries and school systems in
Spokane. It is available for purchase through Amazon.com and
contains 46 nostalgic short stories. Jim Nelson enjoys hearing
from our readers and can be reached at 43 E. Weile, Apt. 214,
Spokane, WA 99208. His email address is jamesanelson1@
hotmail.com. Jim has been writing for over 50 years.

PASADENA
ROSE BOWL FLEA MARKET
2nd Sunday of every month
9am-3pm• Early Bird 5am

Sept 14 • Oct 12
Nov 9 • Dec 14

VENTURA FLEA MARKET
Ventura County Fairgrounds
9am-2pm • Early Bird 6am
Sept 28 • Nov 23
2015: Jan 25
March 29 • May 31

(323) 560-SHOW (7469)
Customer Service Hours
Mon-Fri 10-5 p.s.t.

RGCSHOWS.COM
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Thieves Market Vintage Flea
Market Kicks Off Season,
October 4, in Tempe

Thieves Market Vintage and Handmade Flea Market kicks
off its 2014-2015 season on Saturday, October 4, at 1500 N.
McClintock Dr/Hayden Rd in Tempe. This is an exclusively
vintage, handmade, salvaged, recycled and repurposed goods
flea market!
New
hours
and entry fees
are: 7 to 9
a.m., $6; and 9
a.m. to 3 p.m.,
$3.
One
of
the few and
best vintage,
handmade and
antique
flea
markets
in
Arizona is about to start up its 6th season. Thieves Market will
reopen its gates on the lot of the historic Big Surf Waterpark,
after a late season move from Cave Creek last March.
“Turns out, the new Tempe location was a Godsend,” says
Lori Cowherd, one of the Thieves Market’s original founders.
“Mickey (Meulenbeek) and I recognized the huge potential and
interest in the market, and several issues with the Cave Creek
location kept the market from reaching its potential.”
With the sale of the old Cave Creek school location and the
Continued on page 31...
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Book Reviewer Robert Reed
Passes Away Following Illness
by Nancy Williams
Over many years, we have enjoyed bringing you a wide
variety of book reviews that were written by Robert Reed,
an author, journalist, former newspaper editor and founder
of Antique and Collectible News Service. Sadly, we learned
recently that he passed away following an illness.
Robert enjoyed a long writing career that spanned
newspapers, magazines and books. He was the author of 17
books, ranging from Indiana history to American Presidents
and Colonial law. In later years, he was also at work on a book
regarding the last days of President Abraham Lincoln.
In 1988, Robert and his wife, Claudette, launched Antique
and Collectible News Service, which eventually served
publications across the United States as well as in Canada and
Australia. Before and after Claudette’s death, their daughter-inlaw, Heather Patterson Reed, also contributed to the operation,
which marked its 25th anniversary in 2012.
We’d like to share with you what Heather Reed said about
this special man when she notified us of his death:
My heart is heavy; the world lost a brilliant man. He was
more than a father-in-law to me and always introduced me as
his daughter. We were business partners and I was his copy
editor. My weekly visits were much more than work related—he
would sit in my office as I was editing his copy and discuss life.
He listened and cared and gave me valuable words of wisdom
through some difficult times in my life.
Robert Reed has passed from a long battle of cancer. The
doctors gave him 2 to 10 days and his will power lasted 102
days! His wishes were to see his great-grandson, Mason, and
physically hold and see his latest book, Lincoln Funeral Train;
The Epic Journey from Washington to Springfield. Those wishes
were accomplished!
He has passed the business of Antiques and Collectible News
Service to me and I will carry it on to the best of my abilities. So
please be patient with me as I continue this journey and fulfill
his wishes.
Please keep our family in your thoughts and prayers

Thieves Market, continued from page 28...

hesitation from the new property owners to keep the market in
place for the last two months of the season, the Thieves Market
team jumped at the chance to find a suitable, central location.
Lori explained, “The Big Surf lot seemed logical, the
Waterpark’s season begins and ends opposite to Thieves Market,
the location can’t be beat and the Big Surf team has been great,
too. Bob Pena, Big Surf’s General Manager, was welcoming
from the start. It feels like a great fit and we are looking forward
to really growing the market this season.”
Look for the market to have its usual vintage furniture,
fashion and odds and ends alongside new designers and talent
and pickers from all over the state getting in on the crowd.
Be sure to make a day of it on October 4, from 7 a.m. to 3
p.m. Thieves Market is only minutes from ASU, Mill Avenue
and old town Scottsdale. Food and drink will be available on
site. Be sure to bring cash, not all vendors can or do accept credit
cards.
For more information, visit www.thievesmarketvintageflea.
com.
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Rinker on Collectibles

Decorator Value: A 21st Century Perspective
By the arrival of the 21st century, decorator value replaced
collector value as the dominant value consideration in the
antiques and collectibles field. The change was profound.
Objects were prized more for their accent, conversation,
wow/pizzazz and nostalgia value than for their historic or
collecting category value.
Decorating value focuses on creating and/or supporting
a “Look,” usually one that is in fashion at a specific
moment in time. Like furniture design, once a Look is
established, it never vanishes. Its importance ebbs and
flows, but it always survives somewhere. The Victorian
Look is an example.
There are pendulum swings within Looks. Country is
the one Look that appears resistant to fading, especially
in America’s heartland. However, there is not one Country
Look. It swings between formal (elegant) and informal
(primitive). Country’s time focus ranges from Early
American and pioneer to 19th century rural homestead and
mid-20th century middle class, small town America.
Creating a period room, a focus of many of the
early antiques collectors, is the historic origins of the
importance of Look within the antiques and collectibles
trade. Throughout the first two-thirds of the 20th century,
a period Look dominated rooms throughout a house. In the
21st century, it more likely is limited to one room or a
portion of a room.

by Harry Rinker
During the 20th century, Look was the provenance of the
professional decorator, especially in urban markets. Asian,
English and French design styles were the most common
approaches. These Looks supported the attitude that those
who incorporated them into their living environment
were culturally and intellectually superior. The adage “if
you have it, flaunt it” prevailed. Eventually, professional
decorators added American Colonial and Modernist Looks
to their repertoire.
Although design and living magazines, such as Country
Living, Martha Stewart Living and Metropolitan Home,
have touted the concept that anyone can be their own
home decorator for decades, it was the cable decorating
channels, such as Home and Garden Television, that
finally convinced the American public that amateurs could
achieve the same level of decorating sophistication as
the professional. Although there are a few antiques and
collectibles malls that cater to the professional decorator,
the vast majority sell to amateur home decorators who seek
antiques and collectibles to demonstrate that they are in
tune with the latest fashion trends.
The amateur decorator’s goal is to find antiques and
collectibles that support a favored Look. Affordability
is critical. The amateur decorator knows that Looks are
trendy. Staying current is a continuing challenge. As a
Continued on page 41...
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result, the amateur decorator does not wish to become
heavily financially invested in a Look.
The same applies to the amount of space within the home
the amateur decorator is willing to devote to the Look. The
central focuses are the living, dining and kitchen areas—
the locations visitors are most likely to see. The decorating
focus is often limited to a portion of a room, a corner or
area where the Look is most visible.
Since the Look is the dominant focus, amateur and
professional decorators have no difficulty mixing and
matching period pieces with reproductions (exact copies
of period pieces), copycats (stylist copies of period
pieces), and fantasies (contemporary forms made utilizing
older design style elements). If a reproduction, copycat
or fantasy item is priced lower than a period piece, the
decorator will not hesitate to buy the former in preference
to the latter. The Look has no respect for age. Its focus
is solely on initial impression and a sense that the owner
appreciates the latest fashion.
The end result is antiques and collectibles represent
nothing more than accent, conversation, wow/pizzazz and
nostalgic pieces within a Look. While they are expected to
draw attention, they also are expected to blend in. It is a
delicate balance.
Accent value relies on a host of factors such as color,
shape, size and pattern. Antiques and collectibles’ dealers
often overlook the importance of color. The priority order
of color sale is blue, red, yellow, green, brown, black and
white. Even ugly blue objects sell. Color sales also shift
seasonally with pastel color tones selling better in the
spring and summer and bold color tones selling best in fall
and winter. Professional and amateur decorators closely
follow shifts in color trends, especially wall and fabric
colors. Antiques and collectibles sellers are well advised
to become familiar with the color wheel.
Shapes range from the formal to the abstract. Individuals
are comfortable with what they know, often defined as “what
they grew up with.” Difference is not a plus. Decorators
prefer the conventional over the unconventional. This has
not changed from the past.
Size focuses on immediate visibility. An object too small
to be seen immediately is to be avoided. Accent is sight
focus. It places no value on an object that has to be picked
up to be appreciated. Likewise, an object can be too big.
Blending is different from overwhelming. A Look focuses
on the whole. Wow/pizzazz objects are the exception.
Patterns must be bold but not too bold, supportive
but not overwhelming, simple rather than complex and
bright rather than muted. Patterned objects must have
impact. Because of the decorating skills required to blend
patterned pieces into a setting, amateur decorators favor
solid colored objects.
There are two types of conversation value. The first
focuses on an object’s ability to elicit a question—what is
this, why do you have it, tell me about it—from the viewer.
The second conversation value is an object’s capacity to
allow the owner to share one or more fascinating stories
with those viewing the object.
The antiques and collectibles trade does more than sell
objects. It sells dreams, stories and wonder. This aspect is
lost when sellers do not share what they know about an
object during the sale process. Buyers experience higher
Continued on page 42...
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purchase satisfaction when they return home with an “I
didn’t know this about the object” story. Knowledge and
enthusiasm are critical to conversation value. The owner’s
response or story demonstrates his/her passion for the
piece.
Conversation value objects need to stand out, either
because of their historic or unique appearance in respect to
the other displayed objects in the Look. It is their difference
that calls attention to them. The object must achieve an “I
did not expect to see this here” emotion.
Shock value is a part of conversation value, although
not an approach for everyone. When I lived in Zionsville,
Pennsylvania, my coffee table was a child’s funeral bier
with a piece of glass on the top. A 19th century medical
lance and a 20th century medical rectal examiner sat
atop the glass. Any one of the three was an immediate
conversation stimulator.
Wow/pizzazz value occurs when a single object draws
the immediate focus of any individual entering a room
setting. Although supporting the decorating style, it stands
out from all other pieces in the room. Its placement and/or
lighting draw attention to its importance.
Although designed to stand out, a wow/pizzazz object
cannot overwhelm. Again, it is not about size but the
quality of the piece. Quality ranges from aesthetic design
to a gorgeous image. Most wow/pizzazz objects tend to
be two-dimensional and wall mounted. Three-dimensional
objects also work but placement is critical.
The growing emphasis within the antiques and
collectibles trade on decorating value has created a wealth
of problems for sellers. First, as trends shift, inventory
quickly falls out of fashion. Second, since buyers are
decorating a limited space, they enter and leave the market
quickly. As a result, it has become increasingly difficult for
sellers to develop a steady buying clientele.
Nostalgia value also is a conversation value. Because of
its importance, it will be a stand-alone future “Rinker on
Collectibles” column.
You can listen and participate in Whatcha Got?,
Harry’s antiques and collectibles radio call-in show, on
Sunday mornings between 8 and 10 a.m. Eastern Time. If
you cannot find it on a station in your area, Whatcha Got?
streams live on the Internet at www.gcnlive.com. Sell, Keep
Or Toss?: How To Downsize A Home, Settle An Estate,
And Appraise Personal Property (House of Collectibles,
an imprint of Random House Information Group, $17.99),
Harry’s latest book, is available at your favorite bookstore
and via www.harryrinker.com. Copyright © Harry L.
Rinker, LLC 2014.
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by Kerri Habben
With a tradition a father held dear, he shared his love of
baseball with his child.
He taught the rules of the game and how to fill in a scorecard.
They sat and listened as games crackled across the radio waves.
Spring trainings simmered into summers’ full schedules, which
sizzled into autumns’ arrivals and the World Series.
Together they sat in the stands as sunshine and shadow
slanted across the field. They counted balls and strikes as the
innings progressed. They waited through moments of loaded
bases and two outs with a full count when, after the pitcher’s
next throw, nothing or everything could happen.
The man and his child began to find their own world together
in a then thirty-four year old ballpark built in an area of Flatbush,
Brooklyn, which had been slums at the turn of a century.
The man is my grandfather and the child is my mother.
They would hope, groan, rejoice and many seasons comfort
themselves with the phrase, “Wait till next year.”
“Next year” would arrive in the 1955 World Series
Championship in the ballpark that Mr. Charles Ebbets built in
1913.
The man likely never would have thought, as he first brought
his child to Ebbets Field in 1947, that on September 24, 1957, a
last game would be played in the seemingly sacred home of the
Brooklyn Dodgers. Or that the building would be demolished
over a year later.
But, in 1947, a nine-year-old girl and her father witnessed
history as Gladys Gooding played the organ, an ad for Schaefer
Continued on page 49...
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Collecting Canton China

by Mary Dessoie
When most people are asked their favorite color, the usual
response is “Why blue, of course!”
Oscar Wilde remarked, “My sole ambition in life is to live up
to my blue and white china.”
The Chinese very wisely chose blue and white porcelains
as their first major exports to the West. Blue and white china is
enduring in its popularity.
First, in the late 1600s, came fine china from Nanking. It
was delicately painted with a distinctive spear and dart border
and a detailed scene featuring Chinese buildings and a bridge,
possibly signifying the trade between continents.
Then, as demand heated up, there came a cruder porcelain
produced in mass quantities, made with unrefined clay and
hastily painted. This would become known as Canton ware
and it would become a phenomenon, especially in England and
America.
The name Canton comes from the Chinese city of export. In
the 1760s, the Chinese emperor decreed that all trade between
China and foreign countries would take place only out of Canton.
A formal system of trading was observed there and remained
in place until the 1840s, whereby only certain approved groups
and individuals could participate.
One of those groups was the British India Company so,
initially, much of the Canton ware that came to America came
through Britain. Americans admired Canton china for solid
durability and they were fascinated by the exotic allure and
almost child-like simplicity of the hand-painted scene.
There were virtually no exports out of China during the
Opium Wars between 1839 and 1860 so most of the old pieces
we see in shops will be from either 1800 to 1840 or 1860 to
1890. Pieces made after 1891 will be stamped or impressed,
“China.”
From 1921 on, the mark will read “Made in China.” The
good old pieces will be heavier than the new ones.
Mary Dessoie founded the Butter Pat Patter Association for
collectors of butter pats. Butter pats are miniature plates that
were introduced during the mid-1800s for individual servings
of butter. A subscription to The Patter newsletter is $22 and
includes a mint-condition blue and white Royal Doulton butter
pat and ten issues. Sample copies are available by sending
$4.00 and a LSSAE (70 cents) to Mary Dessoie, 7950 E. Keats
Avenue, No. 178, Mesa, AZ 85209-5025. Those who would like
to start their subscriptions immediately and receive their pat by
return mail can send a $22 check or money order payable to
Mary Dessoie.
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Upcoming Downtown Historic
Glendale/Catlin Court Events
- October 18 Front Porch Festival
- November 8 Holiday Open House
-DecemberGlendale Glitters
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